Connecting the Dots
Is the God Gametes claim true?
The God Gametes theory presents a reason for the evolution of complexity and suggests what
might be our meaning and purpose in life. We note that many scholars can spend a life time
studying ancient civilisations, UFO’s, spiritual customs and beliefs etc.; without addressing
the underlying question of ‘why are we here’. Our concept is not about understanding what
happened – it is about understanding our reason for being. So, apart from finding supporting
historical and biological evidence for the theory, it is important to ask; is the basic claim true?
People might like to contemplate the following points when considering our claim and decide
for themselves if they think it is true:

1.

Gametes have physical variation and adopt different roles:
Gametes do not engage in a race – a race that has the first one reaching the female egg
claiming the prise of fertilisation. Our gametes are morphologically different and adopt
different roles. The roles they adopt are similar to the roles adopted by humans.

2.

Our gametes are maternal and paternal:
And like our gametes we are either male or female.

3.

Consciousness is universal:
If our soul is the reproductive cell of a creator God then we should not be surprised to
find consciousness is universal.

4.

Why has life evolved of complexity:
Survival of the fittest would not have driven complexity – the simplest life forms on
earth are the best at surviving in all environments. If however life on this planet was
seeded for the purpose of facilitating the reproduction of a creator species then this
would explain why we evolved complexity.

5.

We can only see and measure 4% of the universe – 96% of the
universe is comprised of dark energy and dark matter:
If we are the reproductive system of an external creator being, separated from then by
some form of Cosmic Weismann Barrier, then this would explain why we can only see
and measure 4% of what exists.
.

6.

There are universal dimensions we cannot see:
If we are a God Gamete then, like our own gametes, we are separated physically from
the beings that created us. And like our own gametes that only have a single copy of
our species DNA and are unable to code for building body parts; we are unable to
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comprehend the beings that created us. Thus we are unable to comprehend the
dimensions of space and time in which they exists.

7.

98% of our DNA is silent (or non-coding) DNA:
If our physical bodies are part of the reproductive system of a greater living entity then
this would explain why we carry so much DNA that has no apparent use.

8.

The Blood-Brain-Barrier and Blood-Testis-Barrier:
Blood does not flow into the human brain or into the male testicles. This does not make
sense in terms of normal physical biology. It does however make sense if you consider
that both the brain and male testis are gametes. Human gametes being separated from
the physical body by the Weismann Barrier and our consciousness existing in a
different dimension of space and time from our creator parent species.

9.

Explaining human variation:
It is difficult to understand why, when all people have survived such a gruelling
evolutionary process, there is so much physical and intellectual variation. This only
makes sense in terms of a cyclical reproductive system. We claim our male gametes,
like any population of animals we observe in the wild, will have some physically and
mentally less mature than others. These young however will be better able to evolve
and adapt to change. Likewise the parent species need gametes (humans) that have
souls at varying levels of mental maturity – with the level of maturity of the soul being
unrelated to the age of the body hosting it.

10. Ancient buildings:
There are numerous ancient buildings that could not have been built with the
technology we are told existed at the time of their construction. This suggests, like
reproductive systems, complex life on earth is cyclical. The reproductive cycle of our
females being 28 days – with the reproductive cycle of our parent species likely being
tens of thousands of years.

11. Ancient theology:
Our ancients conceived their gods as reproducing as we do. Thus we have so called
‘fertility Gods’ from all places and cultures around the world. Even more interesting is
that ancient Gods seem to reference to what we now know about the physical structure
of dividing germ-line cells. Like germ-line cells that have maternal and paternal copies
of DNA our ancient Gods also had gender. And like DNA they were often
androgynous. For example; Eve was taken from the side of Adam, the Greek God
Hermaphroditus was half male and half female, Yin is female and Yang male and there
are countless other examples of dual sexed deities.

12. Jumping genes:
As mentioned above, mysterious ancient buildings seemed to have popped into
existence from nowhere – and ancient theology has predicted much of what we now
know is true about reproductive systems. Likewise genes can jump from one place on
the chromosome to another, can pass from one animal to another and even cross the
species barrier. Our theory claims all of earth is part of a greater living entity. Thus we
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hold it is only logical that our ancients would have understood that they were part of the
reproductive system of a creator god. And ancient buildings that were built by other
civilisations and in other dimensions; could also transition to our earthly dimension of
space and time.

13. Cytokinesis – the reunification of divided cells:
The God Gametes theory claims that when reproductive cells die only their physical
body dies – that the life entity of gametes can match up and get back into the species
germ-line.
Many would regard this claim as ridiculous for it was once thought the reversal of
cell division was impossible. But in 2006 Dr. Gary Gorbsky from the Oklahoma
Medical Research Foundation discovered the process of cell division could be reversed.
Amazingly, by a process called Cytokinesis, Gorbsky’s team was able to trigger the
reversal of cell division – and the restoration of divided cells to their original form.
While the work of Gorbsky is remarkable we should not be surprised that the
process of cell division can be reversed. The reunification of divided cells occurs every
time a male gamete fertilises an egg.

14. Why such big numbers:
There are 100 billion stars in 100 billion galaxies. There are more than 7 billion people
on earth. This number far exceeds the number that our planet can sustain but little effort
is made to arrest our exponential population growth. Male humans produce one
thousand gametes every second with there being 300 to 600 million male gametes in
the average ejaculate.
So why so many? Our model suggests male gametes are doing research and
development. That they are testing new ways to evolve our species, and of course, the
information they gather would be of no use unless it could be retrieved. The central
claim here is that the life entity of our male gametes, with only one copy of our species
DNA, will match up with the life entity of another gamete and get back into the germline of the male that produced it. That this is a cyclical process – germ-line cells with
two copies of DNA divide to become gametes – then match up and return to our germline. Or pass out, and then back in, through the barrier that separates gametes from our
species’ germ-line.
And likewise our human soul, when we die, will match up with the soul of a loved
one and pass through the cosmic doorway that, in this life, has separated us from the
consciousness of our creator.

15. Explaining social sex:
It is difficult to understand why our species places so much value, and dedicates so
much time and resources, to sex. Our model claims that sex is a means by which
individuals exchange parts of their consciousness. The time and resources that humans
dedicate to social sex only makes sense if we assume our soul is doing research and
development – and seeking new and novel ways to evolve the consciousness of our
parent species.

16. Parasites:
Many parasites will infect a host and then use the host’s body for the purpose of
reproduction. The parasite seems to be able to change the behaviour of the host.
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Amazingly, the host will sometimes sacrifice its own life in order to feed and protect
the young of the parasite that will ultimately kill it.
Given the damage our species (God Gametes) have done to earth’s environment
few would deny that humans have been parasitic on our planet. The links between
parasites and male gametes however go far beyond this simple observation. Gametes,
like parasites, need to find a host to reproduce – and then need to change the behaviour
of their host to survive.
We must ask; how does this relate to our claim that our consciousness is a God
Gamete? Before addressing that question it is necessary to step back and ask another
question. That is; is there something controlling the contest between parasites and
hosts? The answer we believe is yes.
Our theory contends there is a controlling force maintaining equilibrium between
the millions of different parasites and their hosts - thus ensuring a natural balance
between competing species. We also claim there is a controlling force that ensures a
balance between the defences of the female body and the ability of male sperm to
overcome her defences.
It is not the female bodies or the male gametes that will control this contest – it is a
God like force that orchestrates the battle between parasites and hosts. The same God
like force we claim will ensure an even contest between our human species and the
defences of the planet we have invaded.

17. Why are there bad people:
We must ask why our human species has retained the traits for evil. The retention of
these traits does not make any sense in terms or our survival.
Our theory claims the parent species are reproducing their consciousness – not a
physical body. Thus they retain bad and evil people to test our ability, and our desire, to
do good. Bad people act as their selective agents – the same way over population and
survival of the fittest acts as selective agents on earthly species.
Like all hosts, the defence of our mother earth is enigmatic. We know for example
that our parent species want people with strength of character and a desire to do good.
But our world is controlled by individuals who seem devoid of any sense of morality.
Hence we may think, like the male gametes inseminated into the female vagina, we
have no hope of survival. There must however be a balance and like invading parasites
we have to power to neutralise the defences of our host. The successful reproduction of
our parent species depends on us having the ability to combat greed and ignorance. The
parent species need a level playing field so there can be a contest between good and
evil. They need a system that allows them to identify; and then to select, the human
character traits they want for their offspring.

18. Synchronicity:
Your author is from the state of South Australia, Australia. In the early 1990’s I was
employed as a sales representative with my work taking me to most country towns in
the state. In September 1993 I won a sales promotion trip to the Philippines where I
encountered an idea that changed my life – the idea that our consciousness is the
reproductive cell of a creator being.
Initially the concept seemed too far-fetched but I could not shake it off. I decided
to learn more about reproductive systems and as a result of this endeavour I found I
could join a lot of dots. In 2002 I completed my first book on the God Gametes theory.
The concept kept on giving and today I have written four books on the subject.
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Then something incredible happened. Twenty three years after first encountering
the concept I noticed the physical features of South Australia – the towns, coastlines,
mountain ranges and the geographical features of the places I travelled and worked in at
the time I first came across the idea, reference near perfectly to the female reproductive
tract – see images below and next page:

19. Our meaning and purpose in life:
We all have a sense of what is right and wrong. Yet people who try to do what they
believe is in the best interest of all will often despair – knowing that life will likely
reward bad people and impose a cost on those who are trying to the right thing.
The parent species are not reproducing their physical bodies – they are reproducing
their souls. They need offspring and will select those with strength of character and a
willingness to live a moral and principled life.
We therefore note; the God Gametes theory places a value on being good.
The above is a brief overview of how the God Gametes theory parallels what we know, or
believe, to be true. It is unlikely, we suggest, the concept would be so predictive if its
hypothesis was incorrect.
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